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level of difficultytime required 
2 hours

(without drying time)

Used items:

You will find material specifications and instructions 
on our homepage.

Instructions:

1 Melt the creative-soap in a water-bath on the stove 
(max. 60° - do not boil).

2 After the complete melting, you can stir the desired colour and/or 
fragrance oil in the liquid soap. Therefore, use a wooden spatula or a 
teaspoon.

3 Pour it dropwise.

4 The cake consists of four different colour layers. It means that the 
cake should be cast in stages. You have to start with the lowest layer, let 
it cool down for a while and continue to do more of the same, one layer at 
a time. The last uppermost layer should end at the upper border of the 
casting mould.

5 Let the soap dry well out (at least 2-3 hours, ideally one day).

6 Demould the cake by a slight pressure.

7 Now, you can spread the chocolate glaze over the cake
(see instructions for chocolate glaze).  

34 229 000 Creative-soap 1700 g
36 033 000 Casting mould: circle, 25 cm ø
34 223 000 Kneading-soap 150 g
34 246 532 Soap dye, nougat 
34 246 313 Soap dye, purple 
34 246 426 Soap dye, evergreen 
34 226 000 Creative-soap 25 g
89 799 000 Pastry bag with 4 tips
   
Additionally you need:

86 198 00 Set of metallic cookie cutters
Kitchen scales, pot, melting pot, small plastic container, stirrers,
kettle, cooking oil, craft stick, plastic lid or alum.foil

8 Once the glaze has dried well out, you can cut the cake into pieces and 
decorate it with cream rosette (see instructions) and the cutout hearts 
(see instructions).

9 You can make the green leaves out of the transparent green cast wax 
sheet.

Instruction for the cream rosette
10 Mix the kneading-soap with hot water and the cooking oil, 
for e.g. 50g of the kneading-soap with 20ml of hot water and 
about 5ml of the cooking oil.

11 Stir this mixture with a craft stick and let it rest for 10 minutes.

12 Then knead the mixture well again.

13 Build together a pastry bag (without a bag) and fill it with 
some kneading-soap.

14 Push the kneading-soap with a finger through the tip and 
shape at once the pushed out mixture.
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level of difficulty

You will find material specifications and instructions 
on our homepage.

Instruction for the cake glaze
15 Melt the creative-soap in a water-bath on the stove 
(max. 60° - do not boil).

16 After the complete melting, you can stir the nougat colour in the liquid 
soap. Therefore, use a wooden spatula or a teaspoon.

17 Pour it dropwise.

Instruction for the soap sheet
18 Melt the creative-soap in a water-bath on the stove 
(max. 60° - do not boil).

19 After the complete melting, you can stir the colour in the liquid soap. 
Therefore, use a wooden spatula or a teaspoon. Pour it dropwise. Pour 
the melted soap onto a flat surface such as for e.g. a small lid or some 
aluminum foil.

20 Once the soap hardened, after at least half an hour, you can cut the 
desired motifs out by means of the cookie cutters.

time required 
2 hours

(without drying time)




